The spectrum of the area operator for a Schwarzschild black hole in loop quantum gravity is fixed by the demand that the entropy of a black hole is maximum.
The quantization of black holes was proposed long ago in the pioneering work [1] , and from other points of view in [2, 3] . The idea of [1] was based on the intriguing observation [4] that the horizon area A of a nonextremal black hole behaves in a sense as an adiabatic invariant. This last fact makes natural the assumption that the horizon area should be quantized. Once this hypothesis is accepted, the general structure of the quantization condition for large (generalized) quantum numbers N gets obvious, up to an overall numerical constant α. The quantization rule should be
Indeed, the presence of the Planck length squared
in formula (1) is only natural. Then, for A to be finite in a classical limit, the power of N in expression (1) should be equal to that ofh in l 2 p . This argument, formulated in [5] , can be checked, for instance, by inspecting any expectation value nonvanishing in the classical limit in ordinary quantum mechanics.
The main subject of the present note is the spectrum of the area operator in loop quantum gravity [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this approach, a surface geometry is determined by intersections of the surface with a set of ν edges. Each edge i is characterized by a half-integer or integer j i :
For a closed surface of interest to us, this ordered set (j 1 , j 2 , ..., j ν ) of quantum numbers is constrained by the condition
where n is an integer. The area spectrum of a spherical surface in loop quantum gravity is
Some resemblance between expressions (1) and (5) is obvious, though in the last case the large number
is certainly no integer. As to the overall numerical factor α in (5), it cannot be determined without an additional physical input. This ambiguity originates from a free parameter [11, 12] which corresponds to a family of inequivalent quantum theories, all of them being viable without such an input. The value of this factor in (5) is found below.
One may hope that this value can be determined by studying the entropy of a black hole [13] . It is natural to consider that the entropy of an eternal black hole in equilibrium is maximum. This argument is emphasized in [14] , and used therein in a model of the quantum black hole as originating from dust collapse.
We define the entropy S as the logarithm of the number of ways in which 2n "one-halves" (see (3) , (4)) may be distributed among ν cells. To find the entropy, let us note that the total number ν of the edges for a black hole should be finite and that "empty" edges with j i = 0 should be forbidden. Obviously, if "empty" edges were allowed, the entropy would be indefinite even for fixed N and n. In particular, with "empty" edges the Bekenstein-Hawking relation
would not hold. Moreover, by adding an arbitrary number of "empty" edges in arbitrary order, the entropy could be made arbitrarily large without changing N and n. Formally, with "empty" edges allowed, the number of possible combinations
grows indefinitely with ν for fixed n. Therefore, "empty" edges should be excluded indeed. Then the number of combinations is
The binomial coefficient C ν−1 2n−1 is maximum for ν = n, n + 1 and fixed n. Thus, in the classical limit of large n and ν, we obtain for the mean quantum number s = n/ν = 1.
As to the black hole entropy, with the Stirling formula, it is, at fixed n,
To express the entropy through N instead of ν, let us rewrite the radicals entering formula (6) as follows: j(j + 1) = j + δ(j).
The "quantum defect" δ(j) varies in a narrow interval, from 0.37 for j = 1/2 (let us recall that j = 0!) to 0.5 for j ≫ 1. Then formula (6) reads
where the mean "quantum defect" value
is in the same interval 0.37 -0.5. Now, with s = 1, it is natural to put, at least approximately,
In this way we obtain
Thus, with the Bekenstein-Hawking relation (7) one fixes the constant α in the area spectrum (5) of a spherical surface in loop quantum gravity, so that the area is:
For an eternal black hole in equilibrium this expression is conveniently rewritten via the integer number of the edges ν:
As to the mass M of an eternal spherically symmetric black hole in equilibrium, it is quantized in the units of the Planck mass m p as follows:
Let us comment briefly upon previous investigations of the considered problem. In [15] the entropy is defined as logarithm of the number of microstates for which the sum (6) is between N and N + ∆N, N ≫ ∆N ≫ 1 (here and below the notations of the present article are used). The conclusion made in [15] is that the value of this logarithm is in the interval (0.96 − 1.38)N. The quoted numbers arise in the following way. The sum (6) is approximated by expressions
respectively. Then in both cases the number of ordered sets of j i is calculated in the limit N ≫ 1. No more assumptions are made. But how can one arrive at the above numbers 0.96 and 1.38 without any assumption on the ratio n/ν? The same question (in fact, objection) refers to the results obtained in [16] .
The entropy and horizon area of a non-rotating black hole are considered in [17] by means of a Chern-Simons field theory. The numerical coefficient in formula for the horizon area obtained therein is 8 ln 2/ √ 3, instead of our number 4 √ 2 ln 2 (see formula (15)). The typical value of j i obtained in [17] is 1/2, instead of our 1. Curiously enough, if calculating the entropy with the number of combinations given by formula (8) (though this is unfounded), one would arrive at the numerical coefficient 16 ln 2/ √ 3 in formula for the horizon area, which differs from the corresponding number of [17] by a factor of 2 only.
One more point is worth mentioning in conclusion. It is conceivable that the obtained quantization rules (16) , (17) (with integer ν !) are of a more general nature, but not special for loop quantum gravity. For instance, they can be reproduced also in a model where the Bekenstein quantization rule (1) is modified (or the previous loop spectrum simplified) as follows:
One can assume that the horizon surface consists of ν patches with "occupation numbers" n i , an additive constant β being the same for all the patches. Though n i are not obligatory large, in the classical limit both n = ν i=1 n i and ν are large. As distinct from the situation in the case of loop quantum gravity where j i = 0 were forbidden at least due to physical arguments, here for β > 0 there are no compelling reasons to exclude "empty" patches, with n i = 0. Still, we assume that n i ≥ 1. The entropy here can be calculated as easily. It is S = ln (n − 1)! (n − ν)! (ν − 1)! = ν [q ln q − (q − 1) ln(q − 1)] ,
q = n/ν being the mean "occupation number" of the patches. In this case the entropy is maximum for ν = n/2, or q = 2, and equals again S = 2 ln 2 ν.
The area and mass of an eternal black hole in equilibrium are described here by the same formulae (16) and (17) . The ubiquitous factor ln 2, arising in various approaches [2, 17, 18] , and in the present one, certainly deserves special mention. ***
